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i repeat, please wait till saturday. we're out of this fight. we wont take your money. we wont beg. we'll take legal action against you. so,
please give up. no one can stop you from downloading a film. we dont want you to download a film. we want you to buy it. just give up this
piracy. thank you. udta punjab is one of the biggest mass productions in the history of indian cinema. its biggest attraction, apart from its

star cast, is the music composed by shankar-ehsaan-loy. the soundtracks of all their previous films have been successful, but this time their
efforts have been taken to a whole new level, by inventing the concept of 'bollywood remix'. the film is a tribute to the city of punjab and its

people. it's a carefully crafted script with perfect pacing and timing, and a strong sense of its theme. the direction is crisp, the
cinematography by vishal mishra is impeccable, and it is acted by a huge star cast, with most of them coming from hindi film industry. the
film is very well crafted and a great watch! udta punjab is one of the biggest mass productions in the history of indian cinema. its biggest
attraction, apart from its star cast, is the music composed by shankar-ehsaan-loy. the soundtracks of all their previous films have been
successful, but this time their efforts have been taken to a whole new level, by inventing the concept of 'bollywood remix'. the film is a

tribute to the city of punjab and its people. it's a carefully crafted script with perfect pacing and timing, and a strong sense of its theme. the
film also has a lot to say about the culture of punjab and the issues that arise out of the state. the film deals with the family feuds of the
drug lords, the fact that the police is a mere instrument in the hands of the drug lords and corruption is equally rampant in all sections of

the police. the film also takes a look at the battle between the drug lords and the police.
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udta punjab is about the lives of three very different characters - a cop, a drug bust hero and a daffy
gangster. the film is as a journey of their friendship, as they cross each others' paths from punjab to
mumbai. one of them, a cop, is also about someone who has to make a decision to go back on his
friendship. it is a story of friendship, where two people are torn apart by the circumstances of their
lives, and one starts depending on the other in order to live. since they have different life styles,

they have to start trusting each other for their life. 'udta punjab' shows the power a friendship can
hold in the most unlikely, most unfortunate circumstances of life. it's about a woman who is chased

across the borders to delhi, where she seeks shelter in a new city that is riddled with gunmen, and is
saved by the only person she trusts. the band is working on a remake of amark's successful pk with
akshay kumar. a remake of his own movie, udta punjab is amark's boldest move. the film deals with

the issue of drug abuse. it is described as a timely film, and also a social-realist one, fitting the
context of the issues a part of the country. it deals with the issues of drugs being the most important
narcotics in modern-day india. talking about the characters of the film, it's not only about the cops,
but they're not the only characters. three people can form a complete story and that's what udta

punjab is about. the film starts off with the cop and gangsters. we have a doctor who has infiltrated
the gangster and the cop duo. then, the gangster takes over the cop's life and starts making a
travesty of the law. the doctor along with the cops are then thrown back into their cruel world.
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